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Yesterday

was an effective day with lots of debates,
unmoderated caucuses, working papers and high
competition which delegates were trying to make political
blocks. Delegates worked really hard in order to have a
perfect working paper while the organisation team
organizes an enjoyable and happy day for the
participants. Organisation team prepeared EuroAsia Wall
for participants which all members of this conference can
write down how they feel about EuroAsia 2015. If you
haven’t seen this wall yet, you can find it in the same
building which General Assembly Committees were
placed. At the end of this tiring day, with a good quality of
music delegates enjoyed their night. // Övgü Nalbantoğlu

--‐When	
  did	
  you	
  start	
  your	
  MUN	
  career?	
  
First,	
   I	
   attended	
   one	
   in	
   high	
   school	
   but	
   I	
   really	
   started	
   in	
  
university.	
   	
   I	
   served	
   as	
   	
   	
   delegate,	
   chairperson,	
   USG,	
   PR	
  
member,	
  editor	
  and	
  director	
  of	
  crisis	
  
--What	
  are	
  your	
  future	
  plans	
  in	
  MUN?	
  
I	
   wish	
   to	
   Einish	
   in	
   my	
   last	
   year	
   in	
   university	
   what	
   I	
   start	
   in	
  
my	
  Eirst	
  year	
  in	
  there.	
  

After the yestarday’s
interview with our lovely
DG, CEMRE AKSU, let’s
familiarise “A Wonderful
Mind”:

DAMLA
MANAV

--What	
  would	
  be	
  missing	
  in	
  your	
  life	
  without	
  MUN?	
  
Most	
  probably	
  my	
  friends,	
  I	
  met	
  hundreds	
  of	
  people	
  in	
  MUN	
  
conferences.	
  Also,	
  MUN	
  opened	
  my	
  horizon,	
  I	
  cannot	
  imagine	
  
any	
  activity	
  which	
  could	
  do	
  this	
  in	
  such	
  a	
  little	
  time.	
  
-‐-‐What	
  are	
  your	
  advices	
  to	
  the	
  fresh	
  MUNers?	
  
Attend	
  as	
  many	
  conferences	
  as	
  you	
  can.	
  You	
  may	
  not	
  Eind	
  an	
  
opportunity	
   in	
   future	
   times.	
   And	
   don’t	
   be	
   in	
   a	
   rush	
   for	
  
serving	
   different	
   positions	
   except	
   delegate	
   because	
   you	
   will	
  
miss	
  it	
  a	
  lot.	
  Also,	
  enjoy	
  every	
  moment.	
  
--What	
  are	
  the	
  contributions	
  of	
  MUN	
  to	
  you?	
  
Of	
   course	
   the	
   improvement	
   of	
   English.	
   And	
   I	
   learned	
   crisis	
  
management.	
   These	
   4	
   days	
   are	
   a	
   great	
   opportunity	
   to	
   test	
  
yourself	
   in	
   being	
   formal	
   and	
   professional	
   before	
   you	
   get	
   a	
  
job.	
  
//Ecem	
  Sümer
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COMMITTEE DIVIDED

Today

the Committee on the Bolshevik Revolution
came together and started its working. In the committee
there existed 2 blocks; the Bolsheviks including Stalin
under the leadership of Lenin and the Provisional
Government. Both sides claiming the desire and capacity
they had were higher than the other one had in order to
get Russia and Russian people out of the underwhelming
and still worsening conjuncture discussed on what to do
and what kind of precautions to take. The discussion let
them come to the point to focus on the questions like
whether Russia would continue the World War 1 or not,
what the new policies were to be and be taken by whom,
and the main goals of the rebellions and their effects on
the future of the country and people’s living within its
boundaries. // Orhun Bayraktar

SPECPOL has
started today
with the agenda about Cooperation Between the
United Nations and Security Organizations in
Eurasia. After the opening speeches of the
delegates, all the representatives agreed on that
this committee was vital. Delegates were also
agreed that the space pollution and space debris
are very important topics and a solution must be
found and applied. It is said that legal precautions
should be taken in cooperation. Also colonization
on Mars has debated. The delegates were really
concerned and interested in prohibition of space
pollution. // Ece Serpici
SPACE POLLUTION

NATURAL RESOURCES
It was a long and tiring day for Legal committee

regarding the hard work and successful debates they
did. Prevention of shared natural resources like water,
air, wind where boundaries of two States intersect were
discussed. The second topic was about pollution. The
majority supported that the idea of the law rules about
pollution should be more strict. Delegates wrote down
their ideas about how they can prevent the pollution
and support it with international law. They mostly
focused on the regulation about trade ships and found
possible solutions like found an new commission which
is responsible for water pollution. They ended their
session with discussing the sovereignty issue
aqufiers. //Övgü Nalbantoğlu

UNESCAP

UNESCAP has started today with the agenda about

urban poverty and economic inequalities in Asia
and Pacific countries. At the first place, delegates
had their opening speeches and delegates of
different countries have highlighted the vital issues
about, income inequalities, education, food, health
care and sanitation. Delegates were also agreed that
sustainable growth in these countries is vital in
order to be able to solve the problems. Delegates
were highly interested in raising the awareness on
the issue and to find solutions cooperatively. //
Bigenaz Doğan

STABILITY ON POLITICS
SOCHUM

came up with great discussions and possible solutions. The first session started with the debate about
increasing corruption in countries. Delegates covered lots of topics which are; providing security for humanitarian
workers, preventing the violation of women in high risk environments, preventing child abuse in high risk environments
and suppressing epidemics in high risk environments. Delegate of China suggested that commissions like UNCSW
should have more extended and strict rights while the delegate of Denmark blamed Turkey about the countries’ law
regulations about women. In a different perspective, Delegate of United States of America argued that in order to help
the undeveloped countries, the country’s politics should have stability. //Övgü Nalbantoğlu
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RIGHT TO INFORMATION

Today

the delegates delivered their opening speeches, they mentioned the right to information, which in further
debates seemed to be supported by all of the delegates. The committee mainly debated upon censorship issues related
to government actions to limit the right to information, International Telecommunications Union rules and how to
fund the least developed countries for International Communication Technologies. There were possible working
papers but the procedural voting phase was controversial and sometimes speeches were slipped into out of topic.
Overall, UNHRC delegates were in favor of individuals’ right to information and looked for solutions to maintain that
right and solve problems that are attached to it. // Ayşe Burcu Ataman

UNDP
UNDP

gathered today to discuss on the
agenda of the day: The Post-Arab Spring
Era. The representatives of countries took
the topic in hand and evaluated it under
many subtitles. The subtitles were
recommended by present states in the
Reunion and accepted to be talked over
with the voting of states. As to the names of
discussion topics, meaning the subtitles,
democratic transition, economic aspects,
access to the information and media, and
social and humanitarian effects were
among them. During the discussion period
states with various foreign policies
expressed their opinions by means of their
representatives conflicted in terms of
thinking with one another. Afterwards, they
started working on working papers and 2
papers were begun to be written regarding
solution recommendations of countries over
the disputed issues. // Orhun Bayraktar

UNCSW

WOMEN RIGHTS

has also started in the morning. All
delegates have given their opening speeches at the
beginning of the committee. Delegates from
several countries expressed their worries
concerning status of women in the society and
problems related to sexual identity. In addition to
social problems, they also highlighted the issues
related to sexual harassment towards women at
war times. There were a lot of note passing during
the committee. Remarkable points were sexual
abuse of women and violation towards women.
Some countries offered education as a solution for
previously mentioned problems, however, some
countries objected by saying that education is a
long term solution but some immediate solutions
are required in order to ensure the security of
women in world. //Bigenaz Doğan

DISEC
In

DISEC topics were discussed conveniently to the
Committee's agenda, which is Cooperation Between the
United Nations and Security Organizations in Eurasia,
were finding possible solutions by establishing a
subcommittee under the United Nations with the aim of
gun controlling and disarmament. The functions of a
potential committee also debated ambitiously. Tension
run hight between China, Russia and the UK while
questioning the establishment of a possible
subcommittee. // Ece Serpici

RUSSIA-TURKEY CRISIS

UNSC started with the delegates’ opening speeches. As
being one of the most active committees having an open
agenda, many issues were tried to be solved. ISIS
problem was one of the issues that wanted to be solved
however every attempt was interrupted with updates, so
no conclusion could be reached. In the last session, the
update of Turkish airplane being shot down by Russia
had the upmost importance. Following that, the
representative of Turkey came to further explain the
crisis and to answer the questions of the delegates. The
debates were flamed upon whether the world was in the
edge of another war and some collaborations formed
between countries. The committee ended without
reaching a concrete solution for the Russia-Turkey
problem on airspace. // Ayşe Burcu Ataman
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SURVEY WITH THE DELEGATES
*You’re at a party. Suddenly your BFF

*If you have a superpower which one

fainted and at the same time you’re

do you prefer; invisibility or

just about to catch up with your

travelling in time?

crush. Which one would you choose?
Choose to help
their BFF

Choose their
crush

%70

%30

Time Travelling

%67

Invisibility

%33

*Do you like watching Hollywood

*Which one would you

movies or Yeşilçam movies?

choose?

Yeşilçam

%52

Hollywood

%48

True Love

%55

Deep House
Time to put your dancing
shoes on! If you say ''I
wanna dance, debate(!)
and dance again'' like
J.Lo, t his e ve nt w as
organised for you. We
invite you to Retro Bar
tonight at 8 pm to get a
chance to say goodbye to
this great organization
and people untill the next
time. We guarantee you a
fun night along with one
free local or imported
drink. You just ''Loose
yourself to dance!'' //
Ecem Sümer

1 Million
Dollar

%45
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